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The Kingdom oThe Kingdom of Backf Back
by Marie Lu

Forbidden by 18th-century
restrictions to pursue her dream of
becoming a composer, the musically
gifted older sister of Wolfgang
Mozart risks everything she cares
about by accepting an irresistible
offer from a mysterious stranger.

InInfinity Sonfinity Son
by Adam Silvera

Manifesting supernatural phoenix
fire abilities when he turns 18, Emil
becomes a reluctant defender
against the specters that
overshadow his world and
reluctantly joins a vigilante team that
his powerless brother idolizes.

YYes no maybe soes no maybe so
by Becky Albertalli

A shy campaign volunteer and a girl
navigating a difficult Ramadan
unexpectedly fall in love against a
backdrop of escalating community
activism. By the award-winning
author of Simon vs. the Homo
Sapiens Agenda.

SerpenSerpent & Dot & Dovvee
by Shelby Mahurin

in a world where witches are burned
at the stake, a young witch is forced
into marriage with a church
huntsman, a situation that is further
complicated by their growing
feelings for each other.

HHoow tw to Bo Build a Huild a Hearteart
by Maria Padian

After frequent moves after the death
of her soldier father, 16-year-old Izzy
begins feeling at home for the first
time in her life when she bonds with
others at a new school in Virginia,
where her family is chosen to receive
a Habitat for Humanity house.

A LA Loovve He Hatate Thinge Thing
by Whitney D Grandison

Fearing for her reputation when her
parents take in a troubled teen, a girl
in a fiercely discriminatory, affluent
community bonds with her new
housemate over the course of a hot
and violent summer.

My HMy Herero Ao Academiacademia
VigilanVigilanttes 1es 1
by Hideyuki Furuhashi

Using his modest Quirk to do good
deeds when he does not make the
official superhero cut, Koichi
Haimawari teams up with two other
unlikely heroes in a haphazard quest
for justice in the shadows.

JJust Must Merercy : A Tcy : A True Strue Story oory off
the Fthe Fighight ft for Jor Justiceustice
by Bryan Stevenson

In this deeply personal work,
Stevenson delves deep into the U.S.
justice system and his struggles to
end mass incarceration and
excessive punishment in the United
States.
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